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GDB document for health inspection 
 
NVWA   : Food and Consumer Product Safety Authority 
GDB   : CHED - Common Health Entry Document 
BCP Frigocare  : Border Control Post - veterinary goods, human consumption only 
BCP Eurofrigo  : Border Control Post - consumer products and vet. goods non-human consumption 
 
Before the arrival of cargo in the EU, a GDB entry has to be issued. Under no circumstances can the 
goods be transported to a warehouse before the GDB entry has been done. There are two types of 
GDB entries: 
 

• Veterinary products (animal origin): the goods must always be inspected at approved BCP. 
The original health certificate has to be submitted to the NVWA for control prior to arrival 

• Consumer products (foodstuff or high-risk goods): the goods may or may not be inspected. 
The NVWA checks the documents based on copies. No original documents have to be 
submitted 
 

SGS Maco has sent you a price offer for issuing a GDB document for veterinary inspection. Below we 
describe the procedure. Services that are excluded from the basic price are mentioned in italic; these 
extra services will cause extra charges. 
 
PROCESS INSPECTION FOR VETERINARY PRODUCT: 
 

1. SGS Maco receives your order for issuing the GDB entry minimum 3 days before the arrival of 
the cargo. The order should include at least: 

a) Original health certificate 
b) Commercial invoice and packing list 
c) A copy of the master (air) bill of lading 
d) Instructions after veterinary inspection (customs clearance or T1) 
e) All other relevant documents and information 

2. SGS Maco checks the order and documentation and gives feedback in case of any missing 
information or documentation.  

3. SGS Maco issues the GDB entry and receives the GDB number. 
4. SGS Maco sends the original health certificate to the NVWA office. 
5. NVWA starts the control of the document upon receiving the originals. The maximum term 

for D-control is 48 hours after receiving the original (weekends excluded). NVWA does not 
make a pre-control based on a copy, nor will they give their advice on beforehand. The status 
will be updated: 

a) D-conform (documents approved) or 
b) Rejected; SGS Maco will inform your company with the details of the rejection and 

advise you with the necessary steps to take (excluded from our basic price) 
6. After receiving status D-conform: SGS Maco makes an appointment with BCP for the 

veterinary inspection.  
7. SGS Maco sends you the documentation for the transport to BCP1 
8. On the date of inspection, 

a) Your company presents the goods at the BCP on agreed timeline 
b) BCP will do the gas measurement and issue a gas-free declaration2 
c) The driver has to wait until the inspection is finished and the successive 

documentation has been issued. In case of a rejection of the inspection, the goods 
will be hold in custody, until the goods will be destroyed or returned to the country 
of exportation (to be arranged by your company). Our interference with the NVWA is 
excluded from our basic price 

d) After successful completion of the inspection the driver can depart for the final 
destination 

                                                
1 if you have instructed SGS Maco to issue the documentation 
2 If a container is rejected due to high gas measurements, the container will be disconnected from the truck and will remain at BCP as many     

   days as needed until the container is declared gasfree 
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9. The original GDB documentation can be passed on to the driver (standard procedure) or 
remain at inspection location, to be collected by SGS Maco and returned by DHL to your 
company (DHL costs excluded from our basic price) 
 

PROCESS INSPECTION FOR CONSUMER PRODUCTS 
 

1. SGS Maco receives your order for issuing the GDB entry minimum 3 days before the arrival of 
the cargo. The order should include at least: 

a) A copy of the sanitary document, certificate of analysis, inspection report, … 
(depending on the type of goods) 

b) Commercial invoice and packing list 
c) A copy of the master (air) bill of lading 
d) The HS code(s) 
e) Instructions after inspection (customs clearance or T1) 
f) All other relevant documents and information 

2. SGS Maco checks the order and documentation and gives feedback in case of any missing 
information or documentation. 

3. SGS Maco issues the GDB entry and receives the GDB number. 
4. SGS Maco sends all relevant documentation to the NVWA office. 
5.  NVWA starts the control of the documents. The maximum term for D-control is 48 hours 

(weekends excluded). NVWA does not give their advice on beforehand. The status will be 
updated: 

a) M-controle vrijstelling (no inspection required + release GDB document) or 
b) Rejected; SGS Maco will inform your company with the details of the rejection and 

advise you with the necessary steps to take (excluded from our basic price) or 
c) M-controle (inspection required) 

 

In case of a required inspection: 
 

1. SGS Maco arrange inspection location and makes an appointment with NVWA inspection. 
2. SGS Maco sends you the documentation for the transport to BCP1 
3.  On the date of inspection, 

a) Your company presents the goods at BCP on agreed date and time 
b) The container chassis will be disconnected from the truck and the driver can leave 
c) Inspection will do the gas measurement and issue a gas-free declaration2 
d) NVWA will only take samples for analysis. The release of goods will take around 5 

working days. In case of a rejection of the inspection, the goods will be hold in 
custody, until the goods will be destroyed or returned to the country of exportation 
(excluded from our basic price) 

4. After the release of goods, SGS Maco can issue the successive documentation¹ and the 
goods can be picked up at the BCP. 

5. The original GDB documentation can be passed on to the driver (standard procedure) or 
remain at inspection location to be collected by SGS Maco and returned by DHL to your 
company (DHL costs excluded from our basic price) 
 

 
BCP consumer products human consumption 
Eurofrigo 
Port number 8575 (Distripark Maasvlakte) 
Karimatastraat 7 3199 LN Rotterdam 
Phone: +31 (0)10 49 13 175 and 176 
 
 
 

                                                
1 if you have instructed SGS Maco to issue the documentation 
2 If a container is rejected due to high gas measurements, the container will remain at BCP as many 

days as needed until the container is declared gas-free. NVWA will take a sample for analysis after 
the container is declared gas-free 
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BCP veterinary non-human consumption (Petfood) 
Eurofrigo 
Port number 8575 (Distripark Maasvlakte) 
Karimatastraat 7 3199 LN Rotterdam 
Phone: +31 (0)10 49 13 173 
 
BCP veterinary human consumption only 
Frigocare 
Port number 2740 
Den Hamweg 3 3089 KK Rotterdam 
Phone: +31 (0)88 40 01 830 


